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Optimized instrumentation for edge Te and n e measurements
on COMPASS-D tokamak from He I line intensity ratios
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~Presented on 8 June 1998!

Instrumentation has been developed for the measurement of electron temperature and density
profiles at the boundary of COMPASS-D tokamak plasmas from HeI line intensities. The technique
is applicable to measurements ofne andTe over the relevant ranges of 1017– 1020 m23 and 10–500
eV. Spectra from eight viewing chords viewing a thermal helium jet are recorded on a CCD sensor
with '1 ms time resolution. A 0.6 m Czerny-Turner spectrometer, corrected for astigmatism using
an internal, cylindrical lens optimizes throughput by availing of a 1103110 mm2, 300 l/mm grating.
ne and Te profile measurements from L-mode~low! and quiescent H-mode~high! confinement
plasmas are presented. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0034-6748~99!54310-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Detailed knowledge of the behavior of the electron te
peratureTe and densityne profiles at the boundary of toka
mak plasmas is required for studies of plasma confinem
and exhaust. In particular, measurements of the steep
gradients which develop during regimes of improved co
finement~H-mode! require good spatial~'5 mm! and tem-
poral ~'1 ms! resolution. The determination of edgeTe and
ne profiles from the ratios of atomic line intensities offe
measurements which are relatively nonperturbative co
pared with those from Langmuir probes.

Line emission from atomic helium puffed at the plasm
boundary can provide localized measurements and
method has been utilized on several devices.1–3 Atomic he-
lium is well suited for this measurement owing to its re
tively high ionization energy~24.6 eV! which allows thermal
helium to penetrate the edge plasma. There exist sing
singlet ~668/728 nm! and singlet-triplet~728/706 nm! line
ratios which are mainly sensitive tone andTe , respectively.
Conveniently, these three lines are closely grouped in wa
length.

A dedicated multichord spectrometer system has b
developed for such measurements on the COMPAS
tokamak.4 For a given spectral resolution, the grating si
and ruling density determines the light collection efficien
and for this reason we use a relatively large spectrome
Measurements are localized by viewing orthogonally to
thermal helium jet.

Results from ECRH~electron cyclotron resonance hea
ing! heated plasmas exhibiting L-~low! and H-mode~high!
confinement regimes are presented.

II. ATOMIC DATA

Measurement ofTe from HeI line intensity ratios was
first proposed by Cunningham.5 Excitation rates of single
3550034-6748/99/70(1)/355/4/$15.00
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and triplet levels with the same principle quantum numben
have quite differentTe dependencies because the sp
exchange excitation of the triplet levels from the 11S ground
state involves resonant electron exchange.6 Thus for tem-
peratures above the excitation energy of the triplet le
DEkl the relative triplet/singlet excitation rates decrease w
Te .

Because of the two metastable levels 2s 1S ~20.6 eV!
and 2s 3S ~19.8 eV! the population distribution departs from
a coronal distribution, which neglects collisional deexci
tion, at relatively low densities (.1017 m23) and, thus, re-
quires a full collisional radiative~CR! treatment. As a con-
sequence, the populations of differentl levels ~orbital
quantum number! of equal n within the singlet~or triplet!
systems are density dependent and this allows for meas
ment of ne from suitable line ratios. Details of such C
calculations are given elsewhere.6–8 Recommended line pair
from the n53 level are 667.8/728.1 nm
(3d 1D-2p 1P/3s 1S-2p 1P) for the ne measurement and
728.1/706.5 nm (3s 1S-2p 1P/3s 3S-2p 3P) for the Te

measurement. These lines have been used success
elsewhere.1–3 Other transitions from then54 levels~471.3,
492.2, 501.6, 504.8 nm! are discussed9 but generally are not
sufficiently intense to be used in practice and excitation
the 501.6 nm line~from 4s 1S) by resonant photon absorp
tion from the ground state also complicates the interpre
tion.

In this work we use effective excitation rates obtain
from the atomic data analysis system~ADAS!,10 which com-
putes a full CR model for the 19 levels withn<4. Figure 1
shows the intensity ratiosR15I (667.8 nm!/I~728.1 nm! and
R25I (728.1 nm!/I~706.5 nm! as functions ofne and Te ,
respectively.

Inversion of measured ratiosR1m andR2m in terms ofne

andTe is performed using the following procedure: theR1,2
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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data, available at discrete values (ne,i ,Te, j ), are fitted with
splines and these are used to find a set ofne(Te, j ) and
Te(ne,i) which satisfy the measured ratios; these values
splined again and, being approximately orthogonal
(ne ,Te), the resulting curves intersect at a locati
(ne,m ,Te,m) which satisfies both measured ratios.

At low values ofR2 this process does not always yield
unique solution. This is because, at low values ofne , R2

does not increase monotonically withTe . We select the
higher Te branch only, the lower being well below (Te,7
eV! the values typical for the boundary plasma.

III. SPATIAL RANGE AND RESOLUTION

Ionization loss reduces the emission from the therm
helium as it penetrates the edge plasma. The measurem
therefore limited in range to a line-density of ordernel i

~where l i is the ionization length! which is typically 1017

m22 at 50 eV for 300 K thermal atoms. Atoms with veloc
ties appreciably greater than the mean thermal speedn th will
penetrate further into the plasma. The accuracy with wh
the weak emission from these can be measured determ
the spatial range of the measurement. A collimated hel
beam, together with well focused collection optics and l
levels of background helium are required to optimize
range.

For simplicity, we puff helium from a tube located at th
vessel wall 3 cm above the midplane. The gas plume
verges from the tube at a full-cone angle of'40° resulting in
a '4 cm poloidal spread at the plasma. By viewing t
plume directly from above smearing due to spatial averag
along the lines of sight can be minimized. Simulations sh
that this results in only small differences ('3%) between
actual values ofTe andne and those determined from ratio
of line-integral intensities within a region extending62 cm
of either side of the separatrix~edge of confined plasma!.

A more serious problem is the ‘‘halo’’ of emission from
the helium puffed during the discharge, which is not pump
and thus recycles from the walls. At the end of the discha
when, typically, 1018 He atoms have been injected, the flu

FIG. 1. Intensity ratiosR1(ne) andR2(Te) obtained from ratios of effective
excitation coefficients~Ref. 10!. Data corresponding to various values ofTe

~30, 100 and 300 eV! andne (1018, 1019 and 1020 m23) are shown as dotted
solid and dashed lines, respectively.
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density of the halo is'1% of that at the nozzle. Simulation
show that, for the innermost chords, the line-integra
‘‘halo’’ emission dominates the weaker emission direc
from the jet. As shown in Fig. 2, this causes the measu
line-averaged values ofTe andne to underestimate the actua
local values substantially at locations more than'1 cm in-
side the separatrix.

As well as being limited by the collection optics, th
spatial resolution is limited by the timet r taken for the
atomic level populations to adjust to local conditions. From
CR model Schweer1 has determined the time required for th
slowest level to equilibrate. This is approximately consta
with Te and proportional tone

21. For thermal gas the spatia
resolution can be parametrized in terms ofl r5t rn th and
nel r'531015 m22 for gas at 300 K, so a resolution of
mm is achievable at a density of 1018 m23.

IV. INSTRUMENTATION

Helium is injected through a 4 mmtube 3 cm above the
midplane at the vessel wall, 5 cm from the separatrix.
shown in Fig. 3, the gas plume is observed from above fr
a vertical port atRm50.693 m. An array of eight 400-mm-
diam quartz fibers11 at 1.7 mm pitch is imaged at the plane
the nozzle using a 100 mm, F/2 camera lens mounted ab
the window. This results in a chord spacing of 5.2 mm, co
ering 36 mm, and a resolution of'2 mm at the nozzle. The
lens is mounted in a goniometer to facilitate alignment.

The helium flux is regulated by pulsing a piezoelect
valve allowing '1018 atoms into an intermediate volume
The low conductance of the 4 mm tube results in a m
steady influx of '1019 s21 into the vessel (t rise/tdecay

530/100 ms).
When selecting an appropriate spectrometer we t

note that for a given resolutiondl the throughput is directly
proportional to the grating size rather than, as often thou
the f-number of the spectrometer. The light throughput at
output I op is given by

I op>I ~l!dl2eNH~h/ f !5I ~l!dl2eAg~h/ f !, ~1!

FIG. 2. Comparison of local values ofTe andne ~dashed lines! with values
determined from ratiosR1,2 of simulated line-integral intensities~solid lines!
for a ratio of recycling to injected He flux densities of 1%. Radial positio
dR are relative to a nominal separatrix location.
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whereN is the number of rulings,g the ruling density,e the
efficiency,H the height andA the area of the grating,f is the
focal length of the spectrometer andh the input slit height.

The ‘‘HELIOS’’ ~helium optical spectrometer! system
uses a 0.6 m Czerny-Turner spectrometer~Rank-Hilger
M600! with a 1103110 mm2 grating. The fiber array, here o
0.84 mm pitch, is imaged at the entrance slit using a con
gate pair of 35 mm cameral lenses~100 mm, F/2:50 mm,
F/1.2! which match the aperture of the fibers~0.23 N.A.! to
that of the spectrometer~F/4.5!. A similar pair of lenses is
used to image the exit focal plane at the CCD sensor.

Inherent astigmatism of the Czerny-Turner configurat
is overcome by moving the sagittal focal plane so tha
coincides with the tangential focus using anf 5300 mm cy-
lindrical lens between the collimating mirror and the e
plane. The optimal radial focus found by ray tracing has
rms extent of 65mm. The measured cross talk between a
jacent chords is,1% of the peak intensity.

With a 300 l mm21 grating the inverse dispersion at th
CCD is 10.94 nm/mm~including 2:1 reduction lenses!. This
results in a spectral coverage over the 365 active column
the sensor of 88 nm, which encompasses the three HeI lines.

The CCD system~Wright Instruments Ltd., No. P059
Enhanced II Electronics! incorporates an EEV~English elec-
tric valve! back-illuminated sensor~CCD02-06-2-232! with
3853578 22mm2 pixels and a peak quantum efficiency
60% at 650 nm.12 This is Peltier cooled to 200 K resulting i
typical dark current of 0.6 e/s/pixel. Accumulated charge c
be shifted independently in the image and store regions
ms vertical row transfer time. The charge accumulated in
group of rows corresponding to a chord~'30! can thus be
‘‘binned’’ into a single row in the store region. In total 3
frames of eight chords can be stored per discharge.

The camera has a 16-bit, dual speed analog-to-dig
converter~ADC! with 5.2 or 34 ms digitization time. An

FIG. 3. A poloidal cross section of the COMPASS-D vacuum vessel sh
ing the location of the helium gas puff, the HELIOS collection optics a
the Langmuir probe diagnostics~reciprocating and divertor array!.
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interface card provides for control from a PC where
Windows© based software driver allows for definition of a
bitrary binned regions and timing sequences. External t
gers and a clock output allow for synchronization with t
discharge and other measurements. The store region is
out after the discharge with typically 5.6e rms readout noise
A preamplifier matches the full-well capacity of the sens
(3.73105 e! to the range of the ADC, resulting in 20e/count
for 15-bit data~1-bit right shifted!.

Binning of the eight chords requires a timetbin which is
the sum of vertical transfer times for the image and st
regionstn ~1 ms! and the mode switch timestm ~2 ms!:

tbin5(
j 51

N

@~nj11!tn12tm#. ~2!

If the chords occupy the whole image region this amounts
322 ms. Measurements are typically made with a frame r
t fr of 2 ms.

As the fibers are aligned vertically at the sensor, dur
the binning period, some light from chords closer to the st
region (j , i ) will contribute to the signalSi measured in a
particular chordi. There will also be a contribution from
chords farther from the store region (j . i ) remaining from
the prior binning period. This temporal ‘‘smearing’’ of orde
tbin /t fr ~typically 16% for uniform illumination! is corrected
at the analysis stage for each column of the sensor. If i

FIG. 4. Measured HeI intensity ratiosR1,2 from the eight viewing chords
and the radial profiles ofne and Te determined from these ratios for dis
charge #26674 at 0.17 s during the H-mode phase. The expected locati
the separatrix is indicated~minor radii r are relative to a major radius o
0.557 m!.
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assumed that the incident intensitiesI i change slowly in
time, these can be determined from the measured signaSi

by solving the linear system:

Si5ai j I j , ~3!

where the matrix elementsai j represent the proportional con
tribution of light from each chordj to the intensity measure
in chord i in terms of the row countni and row transfer and
mode switch times:

ai j 5~nj11!tn12tm , iÞ j ,
~4!

aj j 5~nj11!tn1t fr2tbin .

The typical frame-to-frame change in the intensity of,10%
ensures that the above approximation results in small er
of ,5% in the correction, which is itself of order 20% re
sulting in overall errors of,1%.

V. RESULTS

In a typical spectrum measured with a helium influx
'1019 s21 into a deuterium discharge with ECRH heatin
and a line-average density of 531019 m23, the HeI lines are
well separated from any intrinsic impurity lines, the carbonII

lines at 678 and 712 nm being the strongest present.
strongest HeI ~667.8 nm! line exhibits peak count rates o
typically 53106 ct/s/pixel. Minimum signals for the weakes
He I line are'200 counts in 2 ms equivalent to<4% statis-
tical error.

Figure 4 shows radial profiles of the ratiosR1,2 of the
667.8/728.1 and 728.1/706.7 nm lines measured during

FIG. 5. The temporal evolution of measuredTe and ne profiles during a
discharge exhibiting L- and H-mode confinement with the L/H-transition
0.163 ms~#26674 withBt522.1 T, I p5160 kA, n̄e5531019 m23).
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H-mode phase of discharge #26674 at 0.17 s. Correspon
values ofne and Te determined from these ratios are al
shown. The plasma, which is heated by 700 kW of ohm
and ECRH power, exhibits a transition from L- to H-mode
0.163 s. Gradients inne andTe increase sharply during th
H-mode'1 cm inside the separatrix, the location of which
determined from equilibrium reconstruction13 and has an es
timated uncertainty of65 mm. Maximum measured value
of Te andne of 200 eV and 2.731019 m23 correspond to an
electron pressure gradient approaching 150 kPm21. Further
into the plasma the measured values decrease, underest
ing the actual local values because of the spatial smea
effects discussed above. The temporal development oTe

and ne is shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that, later in t
quiescent H-mode phase, these gradients decrease and
is an inward shift of the profiles.

The observed change in sign of the gradients at sma
radii ~chords 6-8! is due to the instrumental effects discuss
earlier, principally spatial smearing, causing the measu
values to underestimate actual local values~see also Figs. 2
and 4!. The measurements from HELIOS in the region o
side the separatrix have been shown to be consistent
edge Langmuir probe measurements from similar conditi
during earlier campaigns. Improvements to the system
planned, including provision of a well collimated, superson
thermal helium jet6 which should help overcome the limita
tions described above and extend the spatial range of reli
measurements.
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